No neutrinoless double-beta decay has EVER been observed in TWENTY-TWO WORLD-CLASS scientific experiments. This logically implies the neutrino is NOT a Majorana particle, there is NO type of neutrino that has non-zero mass; the neutrino and antineutrino are DISTINCT particles. This DIRECTLY IMPLIES that “neutrino oscillation” is a COMPLETELY MISUNDERSTOOD phenomenon; what we “observe” as “neutrino oscillation” is NOT REALLY HAPPENING THAT WAY.

Inside those obvious WRONG ASSUMPTIONS are the elusive “intermediate vector bosons”, supposed carriers of the “weak force”, conventionally espoused to be responsible for radioactive decay. These are NOTHING MORE than TRANSIENT DECAY PRODUCTS. THAT’S IT, PERIOD.

Along that same ABSOLUTELY VALID chain of logic, the Higgs is NOT responsible for mass, there is NO CASIMIR “force”, and ANY NOBEL PRIZE AWARDED for ANYTHING related to above is a TOTAL JOKE.

Imagine JESUS is a MALE-PROSTITUTE waiting in a gay bar for customers and ALL of his customers are PHYSICISTS who espouse ANYTHING related to above. That is one VERY BUSY FAGGOT.

You ever hear that expression “a snowball’s chance in Hell”? Zero, right? THAT IS EXACTLY the PROBABILITY they’re right about ALL their MUMBO-JUMBO. Stupid FAGGOTS. Good luck fucking Jesus; you have to wait for all the Catholic priests who FUCKED LITTLE-BOYS, FUCKING JESUS AT THE SAME TIME.

You guys should make a club: WE FUCK LITTLE BOYS and RAPE THE AVERAGE CONSUMER with LIES about Physical Reality!

Jesus LOVES YOU, especially if you’re a gay physicist!